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ABSTRACT

Quantitative measurements of interactions between lava and ice/snow are critical for improving our knowledge of glaciovolcanic hazards and our ability to use glaciovolcanic deposits for paleoclimate reconstructions. However, such measurements are rare because the eruptions tend to be dangerous and not easily accessible. To address these difficulties, we conducted a series of pilot experiments designed to allow close observation, measurements, and textural documentation of interactions between basaltic melt and ice. Here we report the results of the first experiments, which comprised controlled pours of as much as 300 kg of basaltic melt on top of ice. Our experiments provide new insights on (1) estimates for rates of heat transfer through boundary layers and for ice melting; (2) controls on rates of lava advance over ice/snow; (3) formation of lava bubbles (i.e., Limu o Pele) by steam from vaporization of underlying ice or water; and (4) the role of within-ice discontinuities to facilitate lava migration beneath and within ice. The results of our experiments confirm field observations about the rates at which lava can melt snow/ice, the efficacy with which a boundary layer can slow melting rates, and morphologies and textures indicative of direct lava-ice interaction. They also demonstrate that ingestion of external water by lava can create surface bubbles (i.e., Limu) and large gas cavities. We propose that boundary layer steam can slow heat transfer from lava to ice, and present evidence for rapid isotopic exchange between water vapor and melt. We also suggest new criteria for identifying ice-contact features in terrestrial and martian lava flows.

INTRODUCTION

Gaining a more quantitative understanding of how lava flows interact with snow and ice is critical for improving our understanding of hazards at snow/ice-covered volcanoes, and for improving our ability to recognize ancient deposits formed by lava and ice interaction. More than 200 terrestrial volcanoes that are currently covered by ice or seasonal snow (Siebert and Simkin, 2002; World Glacier Monitoring Service and National Snow and Ice Data Center, 2012) pose heightened risks from potential rapid melting during lava effusion. In the past 30 yr, volcanoes ranging from Mount Veniaminof, Alaska (1983 eruption; Fig. 1A), to Cerro Hudson, in southern Chile (1991 eruption), to the Mediterranean (Mount Etna, ongoing) have produced supra–ice/snow lava flows (Siebert and Simkin, 2002), several of which caused local snow/ice melting and flooding (Major and Newhall, 1989). Belousov et al. (2011) demonstrated that interactions between lava and ice/snow can produce dangerous explosions. Eruptions at ice-covered volcanoes have the potential to indirectly destroy local resources of fresh water via melting of climate-stressed glaciers (e.g., Gjigjökull glacier, Iceland, in 2010). However, while many instances of lava–ice/snow interactions have been reported from historic eruptions (e.g., the 1947 Hekla eruption in Iceland; Einarsson, 1949), few if any quantitative measurements have been made of heat transfer during syneruption lava-ice interactions.

Similarly, while many workers have interpreted physical features found in ancient effusive deposits as having resulted from interaction between lava and ice/snow, relatively few studies examining historic deposits have been reported (e.g., Edwards et al., 2012), and much of the evidence, such as the presence of pillow lavas, can be ambiguous. Finding definitive criteria for identifying lava flows that have directly interacted with ice/snow is increasingly important as glaciovolcanic deposits continue to become standard paleoclimate proxies for constraining ice presence and thickness on Earth (e.g., Smellie et al., 2008) and on Mars (Chapman et al., 2000).

Field measurements and close observations of interactions between lava and ice/snow are rare because (1) eruption sites are frequently inaccessible, (2) unpredictable eruption behavior can make field studies hazardous, and/or (3) the eruptions frequently occur in locations where weather conditions and terrain impede on-site measurements. To address these difficulties, we conducted a series of experiments involving the pouring of large volumes (~100 kg) of melted basalt over layers of ice as much as 12 cm thick (Figs. 1B and 1C). The experimental setup, housed at Syracuse University (New York, USA) and jointly run by the College of

Figure 1. Natural and experimental lava flows advancing on ice and snow. A: Lava flow emplaced into ice-filled caldera during 1983 eruption at Mount Veniaminof, Alaska (photo by E. Yount, Alaska Volcano Observatory, U.S. Geological Survey). Pit in ice is ~1300 m wide. B: Lava flowing over bed of ice 12 cm thick. Lava flow is 15 cm wide. C: Lava flowing over snow 12 cm thick. Lava flow is ~20 cm wide.
Visual and Performing Arts Sculpture Program and the Department of Earth Sciences (Karsen and Wysocki, 2012; http://lavaproject.syr.edu), facilitated quantitative measurements of the behavior of the melt advancing across and through ice/snow. During the experiments we were able to observe closely and monitor the nature of melt–ice/snow interaction (see Video DRI in the GSA Data Repository1). We measured rates of snow/ice melting, rates of melt cooling, and rates of heat transfer through boundary layers at the interface of the melt and ice/snow. We also documented flow morphologies resulting from ice confinement, controls on rates of melt advance, and the production of gas bubbles via steam entrapment beneath the lava. To our knowledge, these are the largest scale experiments designed to investigate lava–ice/snow interactions, and they provide new tests of hypotheses formulated from field observations of historic (e.g., 1947 Hekla) and recent (e.g., 2010 Fimmvörðuháls, Iceland) eruptions.

METHODS

Seven experiments were conducted during January–March of 2011 and 2012 at Syracuse University. The experiments all used the same basaltic starting material (Keweenaw Chengwata Volcanic Group basalt; Wirth et al., 1998), which was melted in a commercial gas-fired furnace at superliquidus temperatures (>1300 °C). During the experiments, 75 to ~300 kg of melt were extruded onto three different types of sloping surfaces (5°–10°): (1) continuous sheets of ice, (2) platforms made of ice blocks, and (3) shaved ice (simulating lower-density snow). In several experiments, the ice surfaces were covered by a layer of 1–3 cm of quartz sand to simulate ash-covered snow. The paths of the melts were confined either by ice blocks or molded ice shavings. The containers (~1 m long by 0.5 m wide) allowed continuous water drainage through a basal pipe, at which meltwater temperatures and discharge rates were measured. During five experiments in 2012, the temperatures of drainage water, of lava flow bases, and of the sand–ice/snow interface were measured at 2 s intervals with K-type thermocouples and digital data loggers. Measurements of H and O isotopes on samples of volcanic glass from the experiments were performed at the University of Oregon using methods described by Bindeman et al. (2012). For some experiments, flow velocities were measured quantitatively by continuous video recordings using the optical flow method described in Lev et al. (2012).

RESULTS

Melt-ice interactions observed during the course of the seven experiments shared many similarities (see http://lavaproject.syr.edu for links to online videos of selected experiments). All flows had smooth, pahoehoe-like surfaces (Figs. 1B and 1C). Melt flow rates across all substrates were typically between 5 cm s⁻¹ and 10 cm s⁻¹, and much of the melting occurred after the maximum flow length (~0.8 m) had been established. At boundaries where the melt had directly contacted ice/snow, bulbous, vitric surface textures formed; all flows cooled to an essentially crystal-free glass. Melting of ice was most rapid immediately after the emplacement of the flows, and was faster beneath the flows than along the flow sides or in sub-ice tunnels.

However, significant differences were observed between experiments with and without sand layers. Flows in direct contact with ice generally bubbled vigorously, with bubble production much more pronounced for flows on massive ice than for those on shaved ice. Conversely, experiments where a layer of sand separated the melt from the underlying ice produced fewer bubbles. For experiments without sand layers, the flows were initially able to move across the ice substrate, but eventually sinking of the lava into the ice started to inhibit further advance; experiments with sand layers produced slow and more uniform sinking of flows through the ice. However, once the melt reached the bottom of the container, it continued to advance laterally and downslope along discontinuities in the ice and along the ice-container boundary.

Differences were also prominent for experiments where the ice surface had physical discontinuities. Flows poured onto tightly packed ice blocks rapidly exploited the small spaces between blocks to move through, and eventually along, the bottom of the ice; this allowed melting of ice in a three-dimensional network and encouraged sinking of the lava flow through the ice. The resulting flows showed unique morphologies with distinct flow margin levees formed as the melt sank through the ice, and also contained cavities showing the former positions of ice blocks.

DISCUSSION

Heat Transfer and Melting Rates

The experiments reproduced two end-member behaviors that have been observed or inferred from historic eruptions, i.e., flows that melted very rapidly through ice (e.g., the 1984 Villarica eruption in Chile; Major and Newhall, 1989) and flows that moved over snow with little initial melting (e.g., 2010 Fimmvörðuháls eruption; Edwards et al., 2012). The estimated rates at which lava sank via melting of underlying ice or snow during the experiments confirm observations of lava flows rapidly disappearing beneath ice during historic eruptions of volcanoes like Villarica (Major and Newhall, 1989). Observed sinking rates were as fast as 5 × 10⁻⁴ m s⁻¹ for flows 10 cm thick, and were sustained through at least 12 cm of ice. The observed minimum vertical melting rate, ~5 × 10⁻⁴ m s⁻¹ (Ax/Δt), implies a basal heat flux (q) of ~1.5 × 10⁷ W m⁻², using standard thermodynamic properties for ice (Edwards et al., 2012). The implied flux is within the range of heat flux estimates by Gudmundsson (2003) for conductive cooling of pillow lavas in subglacial environments. Measurements of meltwater temperatures taken during the course of the experiments show that the meltwater was heated to temperatures >50 °C for several minutes, and some meltwater was converted to steam (Fig. 2). Given that the best estimates of initial melt temperatures, constrained by infrared cameras and thermocouples, are generally close to 1200 °C, and that the crystallinity of the resulting glass is close to zero, the total sensible heat available from the basaltic flow for melting, heating, and vaporization during the period of fastest melting is 5.7 × 10⁻ⁱ J kg⁻¹. Melting through the entire thickness of ice and heating the resulting pure water to the temperatures measured at the base of the ice requires 5.4 × 10⁻⁰ J kg⁻¹; production of steam requires significantly more energy (~28.3 × 10⁻³ J kg⁻¹). Our estimated heat flux is similar
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1GSA Data Repository item 2013237, supplemental video, is available online at www.geosociety.org/pubs/ft2013.htm, or on request from editing@geosociety.org or Documents Secretary, GSA, P.O. Box 9140, Boulder, CO 80301, USA.
to rates predicted by Wilson and Head (2007) for conduction of heat from the base of lava flows. Measurements of temperatures above and below layers of sand between lava and underlying ice agree in general with predictions that thicker boundary layers will slow melting (Fig. 2); peak temperatures at the base of the ~1 cm sand layer are higher and rise more quickly than for the ~3 cm sand layer. Thermocouples also appear to record the periods when the temperature at the boundary between the underlying ice and the overlying sand is held constant at 100 °C by the conversion of water to steam (Fig. 2); this phase transition lasts for ~5 min, after which time the ice/water is no longer present, so the thermocouple temperature continues to rise while heat is transferred through the sand from the overlying lava flow.

Major and Newhall (1989) documented 15 examples of lava flows traveling over ice or snow, and described at least three other eruptions that might have produced lava–ice/snow contact. They found that although of a few those examples had produced significant lahars, most had not produced significant amounts of meltwater. Our experiments shed further light on these observations in two ways. First, visually estimated rates of meltwater discharge indicate that it is faster for experiments using ice blocks than for shaved ice. Second, melting rates were slower during experiments with sand layers separating the lava and ice. It is possible that for some of the examples described by Major and Newhall (1989), lava flows traveled over tephra-covered ice/snow where the insulating effects slowed melting significantly, so that even if a large volume of ice/snow had been melted, it was released slowly enough that lahars or floods were not generated. In addition, lava that flowed over snow or permeable ice would appear to generate less meltwater, as the water discharge over snow or permeable ice would appear to be less than for shaved ice. However, in experiments where melt advanced on shaved ice or ice covered with a layer of sand, the higher porosity and insulation prevented the formation of an obvious water or steam layer even though the flows were still moving 5–10 cm s⁻¹; water infiltration into the shaved ice may lessen the steam production needed for the skiing. High flow rates due to trapped basal water or steam may have produced the explosive interactions documented by Belousov et al. (2011). Lava flow rates >5–10 m h⁻¹ (~1 cm s⁻¹) are faster than melting rates due to maximum heat transfer via radiant heating, and will facilitate supraglacial lava flows (Wilson and Head, 2007; Edwards et al., 2012). This type of lava flow seems likely to cause the most significant melting of underlying snow/ice because the lava remains in direct contact with the ice.

**Formation of Limu o Pele**

One of the most impressive sights during the experiments without sand layers is the rapid and extensive formation of large bubbles (Limu o Pele). Maicher and White (2001) reviewed observations on Limu production in Hawaii and speculated that even deep-sea eruptions could produce Limu if a lava flow engulfed water and the water was rapidly heated to the point of producing steam. However, the present experiments are, to our knowledge, the first published large-scale demonstration of Limu produced by water derived from melting of underlying ice. We measured the O and H isotopes within samples of bubble-wall glass to investigate possible interactions between vapor and melt. Although no meteoric water gain was detected (and thus no measurable H isotope effects), we documented a measurable 0.30‰ shift in glass 8¹⁸O values (from 11.70‰ in starting melt to 11.40‰ in bubble wall) exclusively in thin glass surrounding bubble walls. Although the melting process for the starting material ensures that the starting melt is degassed, even during an experiment where the ice layer was relatively thin (~5 cm), large (typically 2–10 cm in diameter) bubbles formed where the flow moved on top of the ice and began to melt through it. The abundance of bubbles is a compelling argument for the role of external water in producing Limu (Fig. 3A). Temperature measurements from thermocouples at the base of the lava flow indicate that the flows remained above their glass transition temperature (~700 °C) for several minutes, facilitating upward movement of vapor into hotter flow interiors (Fig. 3A).

Non-ice experiments where melt flowed over wet sand also led to the formation of bubbles, although they were much less abundant than those produced in the lava–ice experiments; lava flows over dry sand do not produce bubbles. Although not well described in the literature, glaciovolcanic lava flows observed by us in Iceland and British Columbia (Canada) also have areas that are anomalously vesicular, even when located distally from the vent area (e.g., Fig. 3B); research on the formation of rootless cones is consistent with the ability of lava flows to trap steam beneath the flows, allowing for eventual explosive release of steam (Hamilton et al., 2010). Recognition of vesicles produced by external water sources has important implications for using volatiles in volcanic glass as a paleo–ice/water indicator (Tuffen et al., 2010), because the presence of vesicles is a necessary criterion for determining that the glass was in equilibrium with a vapor phase. However, if the vesicles formed from external water, they may invalidate that criterion and compromise estimates of paleo-ice thicknesses. Anomalously high vesicularity in lava flows may be another criterion for identifying lava flows that have traveled over snow/ice. In addition, our O and H isotopic measurements provide a first step in determining whether isotopic shifts can be used to detect lava–ice interactions.

**Flow Morphologies and Ice Discontinuities**

Experiments also highlight the ability of lava to exploit discontinuities (e.g., crevasses) to burrow downward and move beneath and through volumes of ice. The resulting trellis patterns of small, pillow-like lava lobes have been observed in several experiments (Fig. 4A) and are similar to lava patterns seen at the lower end of the Gigjökull trachyandesite lava flow formed during the 2010 Eyjafjallajökull eruption (Fig. 4B). Cuspate geometries at the boundaries between lava and snow/ice during
with ice. The experiments confirm recently proposed ideas, based on the 2010 eruptions in Iceland, about the ability of lava to advance on top of snow (Edwards et al., 2012). They also demonstrate that gas cavities in lava flows can be the result of introduction of external water, which is a cautionary constraint for interpretations of large gas cavities in lava flows erupted into an environment with abundant external water. The textures and morphologies observed during the experiments may also provide new criteria for recognition of lava-ice interactions on Earth and Mars, increasing the potential for recognition of those deposits and facilitating their use as paleoclimatic proxies.
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